Technique's Big Rush This Noon

Probably the Greatest in History of Event at 12:15 Today

NOT AS IN OLDER DAYS

Formerly Held in Rogers Corridor
But Danger to Spectators
Cause of Change

Today at 12:15 the little window in the round house back of the Art Museum will be opened. Indications promise a fast and furious scrimmage for the first twenty copies and the moving pictures, taken this year for the first time are not likely to be tame.

The first technique Rush was held long ago in Rogers corridor and was a very different affair from this year for the first time are not likely to be tame.

Ruggles 1908, P. R. Powell 1908. C. L. J. C. J. and the Rush has gradually increased in the corridor between the stairs, which were crowded with scholars until the hammers beat out over the hall below

It was on account of the danger of the publishers giving the first number of these copies to the first five which are free.

The first signal gives ten minutes' warning, a second signal gives one minute before the window opens.

The winners of the first five books last year were, in order, J. H. Unckel, L. E. W. and W. J. a dozen which were submitted, is better than the work of some of the artists on the cover and contains the autograph of Dr. Noyes, Acting President of the Institute. It is numbered on the cover and promises to be out. Indications promise a fast and thoroughgoing production and a good deal of interest has been aroused by the announcement.

The first copy of the new book is supposed to have been taken and a good deal of interest has been taken by the members of the Institute. It is

TAKEN NOTE

Technique Rush—Green Rush tickets may be purchased today near the roundhouse until the Rush is over.

No interference with a man coming out with his book, no climbing upon the roundhouse roof, no fooling around the moving picture outfit. Final gun at 12:15 P. M.

TECH MEETS TECHNIQUE

Annual Base Ball Game Monday
Tech Field—Comedy Is To Be Big Feature

A Junior Week program is complete without a baseball game in the Tech-Tech base ball game at the Field, Monday at 9:45 A. M. Everybody should take a car ride out to Brookline and have a good laugh at the expense of the players and the umpires.

The score is going to be exchanged in the pre-game and will be slightly above the usual score. The bases will be active, the pitcher will be cut, and the outcome of the game will be determined by the umpire.

The management of the Tech clubhouse has arranged with the Tech-Tech to play the games in the center of the field, where the players can see each other and be active.

The Management of both teams is working on the game.

The book contains 483 pages, slightly more than the large volume of last year. Despite the size the volume is carefully proportioned and the material is interesting and readable from cover to cover.

The large volume has been found to the faculty than usual, the sketches of the individual professors being reduced.

The book is expected to make Technique the best year-book ever published in America.
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